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The Bum Book
2020-10-07

this is a book for anyone who has a bum or knows someone with a bum it s a celebration of my bum and your
bum and the whole world s bum from bestselling author kate mayes and award winning illustrator andrew
joyner comes the bum book the only book about bums you ll ever need

The Bum Book
2012

the nun and the bum portrays an unlikely love story of aneesa haddad and andrew lebouef she is born of syrian
parents spends sixteen happy years as a teaching nun falls in love with her pastor leaves convent leaves him
embarks on a peace making journey of arabs and jews alls well except for missing soul mate one day there he is
disguised by his own strike out

The Nun and the Bum
2017-11-15

a playful celebration of bottoms of all shapes and sizes taro miura s concept book will have parents and babies
giggling with every turn of the page

Bum, Bum
2016-02-01

the inventive young hero from the bestselling i need a new butt is back and this time he has accidentally glued
a serving tray to his behind and he s tickled pink see it s great for sliding down hills surfing big waves and other
booty full fun and games now all his friends want one too another cracked farce from the cheeky team of dawn
mcmillan and ross kinnaird

I Broke My Butt!
2019-10-16

i need a new bum mine s got a crack i can see in the mirror a crack in the back what to do when you need a
new bum should you get one that s blue or yellow spotted a chevy bum a rocket bum that s all fire and thrust or
a robo bum the options are endless but wait dad s bum crack is showing too maybe this is contagious

I need a new bum
2012-09-03T00:00:00Z

would you recognize your own bum if you didn t know it was yours how about your dog s bum or your baby s
bum this vibrant hint and reveal board book from celebrated artist chris tougas features everyone s favorite
feature explore these cushy tushies with your little one and play a fun guessing game as you appreciate the
posteriors of a variety of brightly hued animals

Whose Bum?
2018-09-18

a riveting tale about a man and his anthropomorphic naughty parts a timeless classic based on the viral you
tube video



Willy Bum Bum
2015-05

so what do you think is the worst thing that can happen to a little boy getting stuck in a haunted house being
told his toy train has stopped working today all good and well if you re a sweet mannerly and helpful smiling boy
but roger is too naughty so that whatever is about to happen to him seems fine little did he know how a
combination of bubblegum and baked beans would change his world giving him a different angle on life and
letting him see the world very differently some would call it a travel some would call it an adventure we call it
an introduction to roger s new travel companion you will soon discover why roger is forever an example of what
not to try at home everytime you look in the candy bag you ll have a new reason to say no julie kilsby is the new
kid on the block in children s stories coverage report 145

Roger and the Bum Bubble
2012-05-01

voted best laugh out loud picture book award in the lollies 2022 and over 101 000 copies sold the hilariously
silly bestselling picture book featuring 101 different animal bums bums in the jungle bums in the town bums in
the treetops hanging upside down bums in the farmyard bums in the park lots of teeny tiny bums glowing in the
dark featuring an array of animal bums from little to large and everything in between this brilliantly silly picture
book is sure to get children giggling just follow the bouncy read aloud rhyme then get ready to join in with the
jiggly wiggly dance finale

101 Bums
2020-10-15

with their unique brand of rhyme crazy humour and zany drawings dawn mcmillan and ross kinnaird have
become a favourite with kids worldwide together with the bestselling i need a new bum this special collection
returns to print two other hilarious tales doggy doo on my shoe and seagull sid and the naughty things his
seagulls did

I Need a New Bum! and Other Stories
2017-11

poo poo bum bum wee wee i sing my toilet song poo poo bum bum wee wee i sing it all day long encourage
toddlers and young children to use the toilet confidently with this hilarious rhyming picture book featuring bright
friendly illustrations and a very catchy rhyme this fun picture book has been written in consultation with parents
to break down all the stages of using the toilet into easy steps from how to wipe to handwashing this book will
help take the stress and worry out of toilet training as children can sing the song and learn to use the toilet
without fear or fuss

Poo Poo Bum Bum Wee Wee
2021-08-05

willy loves playing outside but hates wearing clothes especially hats and pants he also likes to say no and do
things his own way one hot summer day willy runs away from his mum and plays outside all day without
anything on he gets redder and redder until poor willy learns the hard way about protecting himself from the
sun written in quirky rhymes by tara pavlovic shepherdson with fun illustrations by stacey sherwood this
hilarious cautionary tale will have kids rushing to put on their hats and pants and have sunscreen applied



The Adventures of Willy and His Sunburnt Bum!
2021-06

the little rabbit is loved by his family even though whenever they ask him a question he answers very rudely in
the morning his mother would say time to get up my little rabbit he d reply poo bum one day the little rabbit
meets a hungry wolf will he learn his lesson once and for all

Poo Bum
2011-11

read the delightfully silly series that inspired the television animation zack freeman is ready to tell his story the
story of a boy and his crazy runaway bum it s the story of a crack bum fighting unit called the b team a
legendary bum hunter and his formidable daughter and some of the biggest ugliest and meanest bums ever to
roam the face of the earth a story of courage and endurance that takes zack on a journey across the great
windy desert through the brown forest and over the sea of bums before descending into the heart of an
explosive bumcano to confront the biggest ugliest and meanest bum of them all

The Day My Butt Went Psycho: TV Tie-In
2014-01-01

abba ochan is an alcoholic gambler and ex inmate of a mental institution a writer who is struggling to find his
position in a society that he hates he is a natural complainer sensitive with good sense of humor and talent in
writing everybody says that but he is lost in his addictions and full of troubling habits drinking gambling and
trying to publish his work he is struggling and moving downwards even though his friend roy is doing everything
to help him when one day he meets his old friend a nice smart woman named missy and they decide to get
married abba will be in trouble again the day of the wedding he has an accident in his house and instead of
going and get married he is going to his enlightenment or not anyway he is still able to meet his buddha play at
horses drink beer and complain about everything

The Bum Back Book
1995-11

the delightfully silly series that inspired the television animation this is my story it really happened it s all true
not even the names have been changed like most people i took my bum for granted i agreed to tell my story in
the hope that others could learn from it if this book can save even just one person from making the same
mistake then i will be happy who knows the next bum it saves might be yours zack freeman is ready to tell his
story the story of a boy his runaway bum and some of the most dangerous bums in the world including
kamikaze bums nuclear bums and stenchgantor the great unwiped bum with the help of the b team a crack bum
fighting unit comprising three of the best bum fighters in the business the kicker the smacker and the kisser
zack will risk methane madness crossing the great windy desert death by stink bog in the brown forest and the
perils of the sea of bums before finally descending into the heart of an explosive bumcano to confront the most
psycho bum of them all his own

The Buddha and the Bum
2020-08-18

a story that you and your butt will never forget join zack on his epic journey across the great windy desert and
through the brown forest to reclaim his runaway butt based on a true story



The Day My Bum Went Psycho
2007-11-10

a big sister is horrified when she can t fit into her swimming costume her bottom is soo big but her little sister
has some good advice there follows a wonderful romp through history and fairyland as the little sister explains
exactly why a big bottom can be useful father christmas needs one for crash landings and if you are a queen a
big bum is vital to keep you comfy while sitting on your throne once again nicholas allan combines laugh out
loud humour with real insight that cannot fail to raise a smile

The Day My Butt Went Psycho
2019-04-30

charisse tyson s got it all going on she s a savvy successful real estate agent with a quick wit a low tolerance for
bs a gorgeous size 14 body and a thirst for top shelf vodka despite her dream house luxury car and appetite for
life s best like fine dining and hot men she seems to have her own special talent for attracting players why do all
of her ex lovers belong in the losers hall of fame why does rissey seem to have her own special talent as a bum
magnet but just as rissey swears off sex and vows to dump her emotional baggage she meets house hunting
client dwayne gibson there s no way she can resist his seductive smile and rock hard body will dwayne turn out
to be the biggest bum of them all or will this time be different page 4 of cover

Cinderella's Bum
2012-10-25

one of the los angeles times top 10 california books of 2020 one of publishers weekly s top 10 fiction books from
2020 longlisted for the carnegie medal for excellence and the joyce carol oates prize one of exile in bookville s
favorite books of 2020 in the last great road bum héctor tobar turns the peripatetic true story of a naive son of
urbana illinois who died fighting with guerrillas in el salvador into the great american novel for our times joe
sanderson died in pursuit of a life worth writing about he was in his words a road bum an adventurer and a
storyteller belonging to no place people or set of ideas he was born into a childhood of middle class
contentment in urbana illinois and died fighting with guerillas in central america with these facts acclaimed
novelist and journalist héctor tobar set out to write what would become the last great road bum a decade ago
tobar came into possession of the personal writings of the late joe sanderson which chart sanderson s
freewheeling course across the known world from illinois to jamaica to vietnam to nigeria to el salvador a life
determinedly an adventure ending in unlikely anonymous heroism the last great road bum is the great american
novel joe sanderson never could have written but did truly live a fascinating timely hybrid of fiction and
nonfiction that only a master of both like héctor tobar could pull off

The Bum Magnet
2011

what if the story of the rich man and lazarus from luke 16 was set in a modern day setting what would it look
like would we recognize lazarus would we recognize the rich man the story of the rich man and lazarus is
famous for its teachings of compassion and humanity as well as the evils of following after greed blindly at the
expense of just about everything else the broker and the bum is a modern version of this same story found
complete with all the same themes characters events but simply adapted to a modern day setting liam earl is a
down on his luck homeless man left on the streets of new york city watching as the rich and powerful go about
their daily lives everything is the same from day to day until the kindness of a stranger changes his life for the
better matt herde is a powerful hedge fund manager for asset international obsessed with wealth and driven by
a desire for more more more he has little time for people in his life whom he doesn t seem to have any use for
this includes simple beggars like liam earl these two operate independently of each other until their worlds
collide and a tragic event leaves one person s future in shambles while the other finds the peace that they have
sought after for so long will matt find happiness will liam ever escape the street check out broker and the bum



the first book in the brand new parable series from author brady cook and begin to see the world through
different eyes

The Last Great Road Bum
2020-08-25

identifies the bum bum s of ducks pigs elephants monkeys and finally babies

The Broker and the Bum
2017-09

in this book i will reveal to you my secret on how to transform your little bum into a big bum in as little as 14
days no dangerous injections no pills and no surgery the way that i will show you is all natural all you it works
having a bigger plumper bum will not only boost your self confidence but help you to accomplish your body
goals

Bum Bum
2016

shovel bums endure weeks of flea bitten motel beds greasy roadhouse food tempermental field vehicles and
long stretches of boredom to practice that most romantic of intellectual endeavors archaeology ignored by the
profession working for low wages and little respect they represent the vast majority of practicing archaeologists
in north america but unlike unwed welfare mothers and highway underpass junkies their plight is unknown and
unheralded no longer the comix shovel bum developed by de boer and others in those late night beer sessions
at the motel 6 has now become a book outlining the trials and tribulations of these unsung heroes of
archaeology which suv works best in the mud how do you survey in a field of unexploded military ordnance
which motel has the biggest breakfast how do you construct your own trowel pouch for an entertaining look at
archaeology as it is really practiced in the united states pick up a copy of shovel bum

The Big Bum Secret
2019-07-31

an undeniably adorable new picture book for dads everywhere from bestselling author kate mayes and award
winning illustrator sara acton daddy up it s early in the morning and one little rabbit is wide awake from
bestselling author kate mayes and award winning illustrator sara acton comes this gorgeous tale of an early
riser who just wants to play a book to be loved and treasured by children fathers and families everywhere ages
0 5 praise for daddy cuddle daddy cuddle is a graceful dance of words and pictures tenderly conveying the
familiar mismatch between exhausted parents and their eager eyed children publishers weekly luscious artwork
accompanies the delightful story the washington post acton s ink and watercolor illustrations are delightfully
rough and sketchy keeping the focus on expressions and body language kirkus review

The Bum Drum Conundrum
2019-07-11

the new book from the bestselling duo behind the phenomenal i need a new bum is now a hilarious sound book
what would you do if your bum was so noisy would you try to hide the noise or would you be proud of your parps
for this little boy a noisy bum is just the start of an enormous adventure



Shovel Bum
2004

now available from pocket books the critically acclaimed book club favorite featuring a proud sarcastic heroine
with a quick wit short fuse and an affinity for grey goose vodka sassy and successful real estate agent charisse
tyson has it all the stately three story colonial a dream job and a 7 series bmw after two decades of tumultuous
relationships with cheating men she s ready to overhaul her life and make some lasting changes charisse
swears off dating and sex until she feels ready for a healthy relationship but unfortunately stunningly sexy
charming dwayne a client of charisse s comes along and her plans change but can she learn from her past
mistakes and learn to trust men and herself

Daddy Cuddle
2015-08-01

in this exciting sequel to the day my butt went psycho a boy and his butt must protect the planet from ruthless
rumps from outer space zack freeman is on his way to becoming a first rate butt fighter he has gone butt to butt
with all kinds of stinky scoundrels and butts gone bad but even our doody full hero is a gassed by these latest
stench invaders their odor is unstoppable their mission is downright foul and they won t rest until earth is wiped
away by their nasty fumes they re zombie butts from uranus and the galaxy is but one boy and his butt away
from total reek dom praise for zombie butts from uranus delivers innumerable gag worthy gags publishers
weekly

The Bum
2022-03-03

a heavenly christmas counting book to be cherished one kiss for baby under mistletoe two kisses for baby
catching falling snow from the creators of count my kisses little one comes this adorable counting book perfect
for the holiday season praise the perfect pre christmas bedtime story sweet simple and beautifully illustrated
count my christmas kisses is a lovely book to share with your toddler over the holiday season readings

My Bum is SO Noisy! Sound Book
2011-03-29

a delightful rhythmic counting book for babies and toddlers filled with love and kisses baby is showered with
affection all day long while the kisses accumulate page by page along with the tickling of toes frolics in the
garden and splashes in the bath until finally baby drifts off to sleep

The Bum Magnet
2016-11-29

praise for a bum deal hannah s recollections of his mental state at the time are almost heartbreaking in their
honesty and intensity remarkable story of personal redemption booklist starred review here is the remarkable
story behind an american tragedy a twisted fall into unspeakable exploitation and the hoary depths of human
existence followed by a redemptive return to grace steve lopez author of the soloist and la times columnist a
remarkable true story of how a chance meeting between two very different men transformed them not only into
friends but humanitarians on a crucial mission if there was ever a lesson on the nobility of the human spirit even
under the most adverse circumstances it is found in the pages of this incredible book brian levin a bum deal an
unlikely journey from hopeless to humanitarian artfully explains theimportance of understanding homelessness
one life at a time this gritty no holds barred memoir juxtaposes acts of unthinkable exploitation with instances
of profound and encouraging exhortation neil j donovan executive director national coalition for the homeless
rufus hannah is known to millions around the world unfortunately as rufus the stunt bum because of his



participation in the infamous bumfights video series but his story doesn t end there it is a story of incredible
pride and perseverance and a recovery few could have imagined rufus s story is inspiring to anyone who has
ever struggled with personal demons and life challenges and wondered where they would find the strength to
survive even one more day

Zombie Butts from Uranus!
2019-09-23

a boston globe bestseller an outside magazine book club pick winner of the international ski association s ullr
book award a sparkling account wall street journal an electrifying adventure into the rich history of skiing and
the modern heart of ski bum culture from one of america s most preeminent ski journalists the story of skiing is
in many ways the story of america itself blossoming from the tenth mountain division in world war ii the sport
took hold across the country driven by adventurers seeking the rush of freedom that only cold mountain air
could provide as skiing gained in popularity mom and pop backcountry hills gave way to groomed trails and
eventually the megaresorts of today along the way the pioneers and diehards the ski bums remained the
beating heart of the scene veteran ski journalist and former ski bum heather hansman takes readers on an
exhilarating journey into the hidden history of american skiing offering a glimpse into an underexplored
subculture from the perspective of a true insider hopping from vermont to colorado montana to west virginia
hansman profiles the people who have built their lives around a cold weather obsession along the way she
reckons with skiing s problematic elements and investigates how the sport is evolving in the face of the
existential threat of climate change

Count My Christmas Kisses
2011

like a very famous caterpillar the very hungry bum consumes quite a lot over the course of a week it devours
several pairs of underpants and other innocent objects which were simply in the wrong place at the wrong time
then after a gluttonous week and a particularly indulgent camping trip it undergoes an incredible transformation

Count My Kisses, Little One
2011-08-15

when bean s bottom starts barking he doesn t dream it will make him a star of stage and screen with his
ambitious derriere bongo intent on fame and fortune bean the dog embarks upon a journey into ventriloquism
however when the pair hit the big time an attack of stage fright wreaks havoc with bean s tummy leading to a
rather unfortunate denouement the duo s cover is blown literally and the true nature of their double act is
revealed fortunately to the duo s delight they and their fans love them even more bean the dog and his barking
bottom bring you a story full of laughter and ridiculousness filled with trumps parps and bottom burps elisa
peacock has brought us a hilarious tale of fame fortune and stage fright that will keep you laughing till the end
with wonderful illustrations from rowena aitken the bum that barked is one not to miss

A Bum Deal
2019

finger up the bum is the no holds barred too much information guide to everything you didn t want to know
about michael izen s prostate cancer who is michael izen good question in his forties mike was a happy family
man who rarely got sick like most men he wasn t a fan of dropping his drawers for his doctor to perform the ol
finger up the bum exam but after being passed along from doctor to doctor insisting that his nether region
mystery pains midnight bathroom runs and softwood lumber issues were not just in his head mike was finally
diagnosed with terminal prostate cancer finger up the bum tells the true story of michael s experience with in
your face humour 100 poop jokes and original off the wall illustrations by his cartoonist brother explaining
everything from his fallen warrior to hot flashes to kegel exercises as well as touching thoughts on what really



matters in the end you ll laugh you ll cry you ll plotz if you ve ever had the finger up the bum exam you know a
good joke is the only thing that can fix that awkward moment michael izen is a winnipeg born family man and
entrepreneur consultant whose recent terminal diagnosis sent him and his family on a path to create a book
that would open a dialogue around men s health and prostate exams advance praise for finger up the bum i m
very proud of the wonderful job they did everyone should read this book michael s mother this book is full of
dumb boy jokes men will love it michael s wife i m so embarrassed michael s daughter

Kuwi's Very Shiny Bum
2021-11-09

Powder Days
2012

The Very Hungry Bum
2023-09-11

The Bum that Barked
2016-08-24

Finger Up the Bum
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